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ABSTRACT 

Pisias, N.G., Martinson, D.G., Moore Jr., T.C., Shackleton, N.J., Prell, W., Hays, J. and 
Boden, G., 1984. High resolution stratigraphic correlation of benthic oxygen isotopic 
records spanning the last 300,000 years. Mar. Geol., 56: 119--136. 

In order to compare the response of different oceanographic regions to global climate 
change, very detailed stratigraphic techniques are required. The global signal of ice vol- 
ume changes recorded in the oxygen isotopic composition of foraminifera can provide the 
tool for developing the necessary high resolution stratigraphy. In order to evaluate the 
resolution of a stratigraphy based on detailed isotopic records, two techniques are used to 
correlate a set of benthic oxygen isotope records from seven piston cores taken in the 
North and South Atlantic, the Indian, and the equatorial and North Pacific oceans. 

The first technique was modified from the graphic correlation procedure of Shaw 
(1964). This procedure requires the identification of isotopic events that are correlated 
from core to core. Detailed correlations for intervals of the cores between events are 
provided by a series of straight line segments connecting all common events. The second 
technique developed by Martinson et al. (1982) uses inverse procedures to define a con- 
tinuous non-linear mapping function that correlates the isotopic records. The mapping 
function maximizes the correlation coefficient between data sets being compared. The 
techniques are independent in that they rely on different criteria for correlating the data 
series. 

Strat igraphic correla t ions  obta ined  by these procedures  are in excel lent  agreement.  
The  mean difference be tween  the correlat ions is on the  order  o f  the sampling intervals 
of  each core and, when  cor rec ted  for sed imenta t ion  rates, suggests that  benth ic  isotope 
records f rom the  suite of  seven cores can be correla ted to a resolut ion of  2000 to 
4000 yrs. 

0025-3227 /84 /$03 .00  © 1984 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The reconstruction of the glacial ocean (CLIMAP, 1976, 1981) required 
that  investigators identify the last glacial maximum in a global array of deep- 
sea sediment cores. The development of  oxygen isotopic stratigraphy 
(Emiliani, 1955; Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; Shackleton, 1977) made 
this task possible. Variation in the isotopic composition of the ocean as 
measured in foraminiferal tests is controlled primarily by the amount  of 
water stored as land ice (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973). Within the mixing 
time of the ocean, variations in the oxygen isotopic record measured in sedi- 
ment  cores should provide a globally synchronous stratigraphy. Radiometric 
ages from sediment cores with isotopic measurements give a mean age for 
the last glacial ice maximum of 18,000 yrs with a standard deviation of  
1300 yrs (Pisias, 1976). This spread in radiometric ages is consistent with 
estimates of  oceanic mixing times (~<1000 yrs) and supports the assumption 
that variations in the oxygen isotopic record are synchronous in ocean 
sediments. 

On a long-time scale (/>10 s yrs) the degree of  similarity in isotopic records 
from deep-sea sediments has resulted in the definition of isotopic stages for 
the late Pleistocene (Emiliani, 1955; Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973). On a 
shorter time scale, isotopic stage 5 has been subdivided into substages 5a 
and 5e which have been correlated to sea level changes evidenced in exposed 
reef deposits (Mesolella et al., 1969). These changes in sea level and the 
associated isotopic response occur on time intervals of  about 20,000 yrs and 
suggest that  the isotopic record provides stratigraphic resolution of less than 
20,000 yrs. 

In this study, a high resolution stratigraphy is developed for oxygen iso- 
topic records of deep-sea sediment cores that  span the last 300,000 yrs and 
have a sampling resolution of about 500 yrs. This stratigraphy is based on 
the assumptions that  an oxygen isotopic record measured in a sediment core 
documents changes in global ice volume and that  variations in the isotopic 
composition of  the world's ocean are synchronous within the mixing time of 
the ocean. 

DATA 

The oxygen isotopic data used in this study come from seven sediment 
cores which appear to have relatively continuous, undisturbed sedimentation 
(Table I). Because we wish to study oceanographic and climatic change on a 
time scale of a few thousand years, only cores with relatively high sedimenta- 
tion rates were selected. In the cores used, the sedimentation rates range from 
2.2 to 10 cm per 1000 yrs or greater. The cores are from all major oceans, 
with three from the eastern equatorial Pacific, and one each from the north- 
east Pacific, eastern South Atlantic, eastern tropical North Atlantic, and the 
northwestern Indian Oceans. All analyses (Fig.l) were made on the benthic 
foraminifera genus Uvigerina with the exception of  the Indian Ocean core 
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TABLE I 

Core locations and sedimentation rates 

Core No. Ocean Lat. Long. Water Record No. of Average Mid-value Average 
depth length points sampling for sediment 
(m) (cm) interval scaling rate (cm 

(era) 1000 yrs -~ ) 

V19-29 P 3°35'S 83°56'W 3157 1680 179 9.4 4.06 5.6 
V19-28 P 2°22'S 84°39'W 2720 1618 140 11.6 4.13 3.8 
V19-30 P 3°23'S 83°31'W 3091 850 258 3.3 4.30 6.4 
Y7211-2 P 43°15'N 126°23'W 3000 1570" 203 7.2 4.11 10.2 
MD76-135 I 14°27'N 50°31'E 1895 960 96 10.0 3.15 6.9 
M12392 A 25°10'N 16°50'E 2573 950 95 10.0 4.15 6.6 
RC13-229 A 25°30'S 11°18'E 4191 1632 151 10.8 4.11 2.2 

"30--1600 crn. 
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Fig,1. Oxygen isotopic records used in detailed correlations. All cores plotted versus 
original depth in sediments. Horizontal lines mark last glacial maximum (stage 1) and last 
full interglacial (stage 5e). 

w h e r e  s p e c i m e n s  o f  Cibicides w e r e  a n a l y z e d  ( T a b l e  I) .  T h e  d a t a  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  
r e l a t i v e  t o  P D B  s t a n d a r d  c a l c i t e .  B e n t h i c  f o r a m i n i f e r a l  d a t a  w e r e  u s e d  in  
t h i s  s t u d y  t o  r e d u c e  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t e m p e r a t u r e  a n d / o r  s a l i n i t y  o n  c h a n g e s  in  
t h e  i s o t o p i c  r e c o r d s .  H o w e v e r ,  v a r i a t i o n s  in " b o t t o m "  w a t e r  c o n d i t i o n s  a t  
t h e  c o r e  s i t e  M 1 2 3 9 2  h a v e  s u p e r i m p o s e d  a s i g n i f i c a n t  n o n - i c e  v o l u m e  s igna l  
o n  t h i s  r e c o r d  ( S h a c k l e t o n  e t  a l . ,  1 9 8 3 ) .  
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STRATIGRAPHIC METHODS 

Two different strategies were used to provide detailed correlations be- 
tween the seven cores studied. The first strategy is essentially the graphical 
correlation technique of Shaw (1967) with modifications as outlined by Prell 
et al. (1983). The second is the inverse correlation technique of Martinson 
et al. (1982). The goal of both approaches is to define a mapping function 
which converts the depth units in each of the individual cores to units of 
depth in a standard section. The first strategy utilizes the presence of dis- 
crete event to correlate sediment sections whereas inverse correlation provides 
a continuous function correlating two data sets. These techniques are inde- 
pendent approaches to correlation which are applied to the same data sets. 
The differences between the correlations provide some measure of the resolu- 
tion possible. 

Graphical correlations 

The graphical correlation technique requires the identification of  unique 
events which can be identified (ideally) in all the isotopic records being 
studied; however, one of its advantages is that  it does not require that  all 
events occur in all cores. To facilitate the identification of  events, the iso- 
topic records of all cores were plotted so that  the distance between the last 
glacial maximum and the last full interglacial (isotope substage 5e) was con- 
stant. The principle isotopic stage boundaries of Emiliani (1955) and sub- 
stages of isotope stage 5 were identified where possible. Within these stages 
additional isotopic events (times of depleted or enriched values) were noted. 
In this detailed selection of  events, only features which (a) could be identified 
in more than one core; (b) were characterized by more than one point peaks 
(or valleys); and (c) represented change in isotopic values at least equal to 
analytic precision (~0.1°/oo AolS), were considered to be of stratigraphic 
importance. 

A numbering convention was used to label the isotopic events which fol- 
lows the numerical isotope taxonomy of Prell et al. (1983). The integer 
portion of the event number gives the isotopic stage in which the event 
occurs, the first digit to the right of the decimal point gives the substage 
event identified by Prell et al. (1983) in isotopic records spanning the last 
700,000 yrs and for the most part having sedimentation rates on the order 
of 2 cm per 1000 yrs. The digit in the second decimal place represents events 
identified in this study of high sedimentation rate cores. The convention of  
using even numbers to represent enriched intervals and odd numbers to 
represent depleted intervals is followed for all stages and substages. For 
example, the event 3.1 is the youngest depleted value in isotope stage 3 
identified in low resolution cores by Prell et al. (1983) and 3.13 is a deple- 
ted event older than event 3.1 but younger than event 3.3 seen in the benthic 
records of this study (Figs.1 and 2). Isotopic stage boundaries are listed as 
whole numbers. A " t a x o n o m y "  of these events is given in Table II and is 
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Fig.2. Isotopic events as picked in the record from core V19-29. Event definition given 
in Table If. 

TABLE II 

Isotope taxonomy 

Event Lower Upper Comments 
depth depth 
(cm) (era) 

1.01 10 0 Youngest negative peak in core; often missing 
1.1" 16 11 Most negative peak in stage 1 if core top has not been lost 
2.0* 89 70 Boundary between stage 1 and stage 2 
2.01 93 82 Minor peak of  short duration in high-resolution cores; mid- 

way up termination I 
2.2* 135 123 Most positive valley in stage 2; close to base of termination I 
2.21" 152 140 Younger of two stage 2 peaks in high-resolution cores; about 

0.2°/oo difference from event 2.2 
2.23* 222 215 Younger stage 2 peak in high-resolution cores; located near 

the base of  the stage; magnitude less than event 2.21 
3.0* 242 233 Boundary between stage 2 and stage 3; a rapid depletion of  

approximately 0.3 to 0.5°/.0 
3.01 260 248 Youngest of five minor peaks in stage 3 with a height of 

about 0.15%o; located near event 3.0 on stage 2/3 transition. 
This and other peaks in the stage are difficult to resolve even 
in high-resolution cores 
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TABLE II (continued) 

Event  Lower  Upper  Comments  
depth depth  
(cm) (cm) 

3.1" 308 305 Second minor  peak near top  of stage 3; about  0.1°/oo more  
negative than event  3.01; in high-resolution cores it may be 
less well def ined 

3.13" 361 358 Middle minor  peak of stage 3; about  0.2%0 more  negative 
than event  3.1 

3.3* 427 419 Next  to oldest  minor  peak;  usually the best-defined and most  
negative peak in the stage 

3.31" 473 465 Oldest minor  peak of  stage; may appear more negative than 
event  3.3 in some cores, but  is located just about  stage 3/4 
transit ion 

4.0* 498 491 Boundary be tween  stage 3 and stage 4 
4.2 561 507 Comple te  stage 4 in lower-resolut ion cores, not  just most  

posit ive value 
4.22* 502 498 Youngest  valley in stage 4; located at base of  stage 3/4 

t rans i t ion;usual ly  about  0.5°/oo heavier than event 3.31 
4.23* 565 555 Minor peak near base of  stage in high-resolution cores;  about  

0.2°/°° lighter than event  4.22 
4.24* 573 567 Oldest valley in stage; located at top  of  stage 4/5 transit ion;  

l ighter than event  4.22 in high-resolut ion cores 
5.0* 610 590 Boundary be tween  stage 4 and stage 5 
5.01 596 585 Youngest  of  two minor  peaks on the transi t ion be tween 

stages 4 and 5 
5.03 617 615 Older minor  peak on transi t ion 
5 .1"  654 647 Youngest  major  peak in stage 5; equivalent  to the most  

negative value in substage 5a 
5.2* 702 695 Valley separating events 5.1 and 5.3; equivalent  to most  

positive value in substage 5b 
5.3* 749 716 Central  major peak in stage; less negative than events 5.1 

and 5.3 and not  as easily def ined in high-resolution cores;  
divided into two minor  peaks. Equivalent  to substage 5c 

5 .31"  728 719 Younger  minor  peak of  event  5.3 in higher resolut ion cores 
5.33* 749 739 Older minor  peak of  event  5.3 and separated f rom it by a 

valley up to 0.15°]oo deep 
5.4* 784 760 Major valley be tween  events 5.3 and 5.5 
5.42 766 760 In high-resolution cores, younger  of  two minor  valleys com- 

posing event  5.4 
5.44 784 775 Older minor  valley; not  always distinguishable f rom event  

5.42 and it is unclear which is more  positive 
5.48 808 801 Minor valley o f  short  dura t ion mid-way be tween  events 5.4 

and 5.5. In V19-30,  0.3°/oo heavier than values on ei ther  
side 

5.5* 840 825 Oldest major peak in stage 5 and isotopically l ightest  with a 
value similar to event  1.1; composed  of  two minor  peaks in 
high-resolution cores. Equivalent  to most  negative value in 
substage 5e 

5.51" 817 812 Younger  minor  peak;  separated f rom event  5.53 by a valley 
o f  abou t  0.4°/°° 

5.53* 839 833 Older minor  peak;  possibly more negative than event  5.51 by 
up to 0.1°/oo 
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TABLE II (continued) 

Event Lower Upper Comments 
depth depth 
(cm) (cm) 

6.0* 865 840 Boundary between stage 5 and stage 6 
6.01 860 850 Negative event of short duration mid-way through termina- 

tion II 
6.2* 906 896 Youngest of four valleys in stage 6; located at base of stage 

5/6 transition 
6.3* 968 950 Peak in upper section of stage 6 located between events 6.2 

and 6.4 ; about  0.3°/oo lighter than surrounding valleys 
6.4* 1000 1010 Centrally located and usually most positive valley in stage 
6.41" 1052 1030 Middle peak in stage; generally less negative than events 6.3 

and 6.5 
6.42* 1078 1060 Minor valley separating events 6.41 and 6.5; about 0.2°]oo 

deep 
6.5* 1118 1113 Oldest, broad negative peak in stage 6 
6.6* 1180 1160 Oldest valley in stage, but lighter than events 6.2, 6.4, or 

6.42; located just above stage 6]7 transition 
7.0* 1220 1180 Boundary between stage 6 and stage 7 
7.1" 1240 1220 Upper peak in stage 7; appears to be slightly heavier than 

event 7.3 by 0.1°/oo 
7.2* 1250 1230 Valley separating peaks in upper section of stage; about 

0.5°]o0 heavier than events 7.1 and 7.3 
7.3* 1280 1260 Middle peak in stage; can be taken for event 7.1 in low- 

resolution cores 
7.4* 1305 1290 Most positive value in stage 7; clearly defines upper and 

lower sections of the stage 
7.5* 1365 1350 Oldest peak in stage; less negative than event 7.3 
8.0* 1365 1375 Boundary between stage 7 and stage 8 
8.02* 1390 1370 Very positive, short-duration event at the base of the stage 

7/8 transition 
8.2* 1470 1450 Most positive event in stage 8; located in upper section 
8.3* 1600 1572 Peak in lower section of stage 8; most negative value is 

approximately equivalent to magnitude of event 5.3 
8.4 1640 1620 Middle valley in stage; less positive than event 8.2 

*Events which appear in the composite isotope record (Fig.9). 

based on the identification of events in the isotope record from the core 
used as the standard section, V19-29 (Fig.2). Core V19-29 was used as the 
standard because of  the length and detail of  its isotopic record. 

The location of  each event in a core is not  given as a discrete depth but 
rather as an interval which reflects the sampling spacing in the core. For 
example, the boundary between the isotope stages 1 and 2 can be defined as 
the depth in a core where the isotopic composition is the midpoint  between 
the extreme glacial value at the end of  stage 2 and the extreme interglacial 
value of  stage 1. As illustrated in Fig.2, the exact position of  this transition 
may not  be represented by an actual sample; but  rather the position of  this 
event is constrained to be within a depth range defined by real sample values. 
Similarly the location of  an isotopic maximum is the depth range defined by 
half the distance to the samples on either side of  the one with the measured 
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m a x i m u m  value. Correla t ions  be tween  all cores and the  s tandard  sect ion 
are def ined  by straight line segments drawn th rough  the  corre la t ion  " b o x e s "  
fo rmed  by  the  dep th  range of  reso lu t ion  for  each event  in the  core  records  
(Prell et al., 1983) .  Line segments  were drawn by  eye  to  pass th rough  the  
m a x i m u m  n u m b e r  o f  event  boxes  (Fig.3). Changes in slope be tween  line 
segments  can be in t e rp re t ed  as represent ing  changes in sed imenta t ion  ra te  in 
one  core relative to  the  o ther ,  or  may  ref lect  cor ing d is turbance  dur ing the  
actual  sampling o f  the  sed iment  (Shaw, 1967;  Prell et  al., 1983).  The  correla- 
t ion  lines al low the  p ro jec t ion  o f  all events in to  the  s tandard  sect ion,  even 
those  which do  n o t  occu r  in the  s tandard  core. T h e y  can also be used to  
p ro jec t  t he  es t imated  ranges o f  each event  in a core  into the s tandard  sect ion.  
The p ro jec t ion  o f  even t  2.2 f r om all cores s tudied o n t o  the  s tandard  core is 
shown in Fig.4. The  interval  commo;1 to  all these range est imates  (Fig.4, 
128 cm to  135 cm)  is cons idered  to  be the  best  es t imate  of  the  t rue  pos i t ion  
of  even t  2.2 in the  s tandard  sect ion.  Similarly,  a more  cons t ra ined  es t imate  
o f  the  t rue  pos i t ion  o f  this event  can be made  for  all o the r  cores by  the  
graphical cor re la t ion  technique .  Diagrams such as Fig.4 were drawn for  all 
events listed in Table  II to  insure tha t  t he  p ro jec ted  d ep th  intervals for  each 
core over lapped  to  fo rm a cons t ra ined  es t imate  o f  the  actual  d ep th  in the  
s tandard  sect ion.  The  t rue  posi t ion  o f  each event  in a core  was then  t aken  as 
the  m idpo in t  values o f  these " c o n s t r a i n e d "  intervals. Once the midpoin t s  
were def ined  by  the  graphic cor re la t ion  techn ique ,  every  sample in a core  
was given a de p th  value equivalent  to its es t imated  dep th  in the  s tandard  
sect ion.  These es t imated  (s tandard dep th  units)  depths  are based on  l inear 
in te rpo la t ion  be tween  isotopic  events.  By this t e chn ique  a cor re la t ion  to  the  
s tandard  core is made  for  every  sample in each core.  When a t ime  scale is 
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Fig.3. Graphic correlation plot between cores Y7211 and standard core V19-29. Boxes 
show the depth ranges where the labeled events occur in each core. Straight line segments 
are drawn to include as many event boxes as possible. 
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Event 2.2 

110 140 V 1 9 - 2 9  

126 ~ ~ 1 4 0  V 1 9 - 3 0  

116 135 V 1 9 - 2 8  

12~ 145 Y7211-1 

115 140 M 1 2 3 9 2 - 1  

110 ls4 MD76-135 
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9'0 ' ' ' 3 ' 5 ' ' 110 1 0 1 0 170 

Depth (S.U.) 

Fig.4. Results  of  graphic correlat ions for event  2.2. For  core V19-29 the  depth  range for 
the event  is p lo t ted  at top  (110 cm to 140 cm). Intervals shown for each core  correlated 
to V19-29 are the  predic ted  intervals for event  2.2 in core  V19-29 mode  f rom regression 
line as shown in Fig.3. The heavy line ( the interval of  overlap f rom all corre la t ion lines) 
represents  the  best es t imate  of  the  posi t ion of  event  2.2 in the standard core (V19-29).  

defined for this standard section, then the samples from all cores could be 
easily placed into the identical t ime reference framework. 

Inverse correlation 

Inverse correlation uses mathematical inverse methods to correlate two 
data series. If the two series are designated as D(x) and R(t), the technique 
defines a mapping function x(t) so that  the correlation coefficient between 
the data sets is maximum. In Fig.5, R(t) is the standard signal in which all 

R ( t )  

/ . . . .  

D(x x ( t )  

Fig.5. The standard or reference signal, R(t) is related to  the d is to r ted  signal D(t) th rough 
the d is to r t ing  or  mapp ing  func t ion ,  x(t). When dx/dt > 1 the signal is stretched, when  
dx/dt < 1 i t  is squeezed or  compressed. 
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other core records are to be correlated. The data series D(x) is assumed to 
be a distorted version of R(t) where the distortion involves stretching and 
squeezing along the x-axis (depth axis). The mapping function, x(t) equates 
depth units in series D to depth units in series R and is parameterized in 
terms of simple functions (in this case, sine functions) weighted by unknown 
coefficients whose values are selected to maximize the correlation coeffi- 
cient between the two data series. 

Because the technique requires the calculation of the correlation coef- 
ficient between the data sets, the procedure must interpolate each data series 
after a mapping function is determined so that  the appropriate cross product 
terms can be calculated. Also, the convergence to the true maximum in the 
correlation coefficient can be enhanced if the frequency resolution of the 
two data series is equivalent. A complete discussion of  the technique is given 
by Martinson et al. (1982) and Martinson (1982). 

The inverse technique has two important  advantages over graphic correla- 
tion in that  it is much less time consuming (if a computer is available that  
can execute the program code required) and the correlations are less subjec- 
tive as compared to graphical correlations. The graphic correlation procedure, 
however, has the advantage that  it examines all cores for consistent features 
(the inverse technique operates on only two records at a time); it has the 
potential of  correlation at an extremely fine scale (this is true for inverse 
techniques if the number of  coefficients in the mapping function is allowed 
to be very large); and the graphic correlation technique uses only information 
at the actual data position (the inverse correlation must interpolate values to 
an equal spacing). A potential problem of the inverse technique is that  local 
maxima in the correlation coefficient as a function of the mapping coeffi- 
cients can cause a convergence to an incorrect solution. Also, the use of a 
trigonometric expression for the mapping function can introduce "artificial 
wiggliness" in the mapping function (Shure and Chave, 1983). However, 
careful application of the technique will usually avoid this problem 
(Martinson et al., 1982). 

The inverse technique was applied to the same seven isotope records used 
for graphical correlations and, as before, V19-29 was used as the reference 
signal. This core, originally sampled at 10-cm intervals, was interpolated to 
5 cm yielding about 320 values. All other cores were interpolated to 2.5-cm 
intervals. This interpolation assures the minimal loss of information during 
the inverse computations. The correlations were initiated using a minimum 
number of initial stratigraphic correlation control points. In the case of short 
signals which spanned only one major glacial cycle, an initial guess consisting 
of a linear trend connecting the end points was usually sufficient. For core 
MD76-135 an additional stratigraphic correlation point near the center 
of the record was required. The inverse calculations were initiated using a 
mapping function with three coefficients. The number of  coefficients was 
then expanded to a total of  30 in steps of  two so that  local maxima in the 
correlation coefficient as a function of  the mapping function were avoided 
(Martinson et al., 1982). Although many of the cores contained isotopic 
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variations at higher frequencies than could be resolved by  the standard core 
V19-29, pre-filtering was required only in case of  core Y7211 which contains 
the highest frequency information of  all cores studied (cf. Fig.l).  Here we 
used a low pass filter with a cutoff  frequency of  0.45 radian cm-'  (the 
nyquist  was 1.05 radians cm-1). The cutof f  frequency was iteratively in- 
creased following each convergence of  the mapping function until 21 mapping 
coefficients were obtained. Unfiltered data were used in the remaining itera- 
tions to the 30 coefficient mapping functions. The mapping functions be- 
tween core V19-29 and cores V19-28 and V19-30 are shown in Fig.6. 
Excellent correlations were achieved despite minor differences in the isotope 
records from these cores. 

DISCUSSION 

The ultimate goal of  both  of  these stratigraphic correlation techniques is 
to place a group of  sediment cores into a standard depth reference frame. 
Thus, each sample in a core could be assigned a depth value in the standard 
section. These standard depth units for each sample in each core are avail- 
able from the senior author. 

Comparison of graphical and inverse correlation techniques 

The comparison between the two methods  of  correlations can be made 
by directly overlying the event boxes of  the graphic correlation technique 
and its corresponding linear slopes with the recovered mapping functions of  
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guess relating indicated record to that of V19-29. Lower portion shows correlation results 
(slightly offset to aid comparison but masks slight amplitude problems) with correlated 
signal (bold) and V19-29 (light). 
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the inverse correlation. These comparisons are shown in Fig.7. The two 
techniques show excellent agreement in the correlations involving cores 
V19-30, V19-28, RC13-229 and Y7211. For the most part even the fine 
scale substage structure agrees. This is quite encouraging given the small 
amplitude of  these features and independence of  the approaches. 

The results are not so agreeable for the Atlantic core M12392 and Indian 
Ocean core MD76-135. In these two cores the divergence is caused by 
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Fig.7. Comparison of graphic correlation results (light, straight line slope segments 
connecting the event b o x e s -  minor events indicated by dashed boxes) with the inverse 
results (bold line) for the indicated record signals. 

different interpretations in an anomalous section indicated in Fig.8a. Here, a 
single peak appears to show too much amplitude relative to other peaks in 
stage 2 (identified in Fig.8a) and was thus considered, in the graphical cor- 
relations, to signify the beginning of  stage 3 as shown in Fig.8b. On the 
other hand, the adjacent d o w n , o r e  valley appears to be too  deep to occur in 
stage 3. In the graphical correlations this deep valley is therefore considered 
an anomalous feature o f  stage 3. In the inverse correlation though, the valley 
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Fig.8. a. Port ion o£ oxygen isotope signals showing area in which anomalous record blurs 
the boundary between stages 2 and 3 in core M12392. 5. In terpretat ion adopted by 
workers using graphic correlat ion technique place anomaly as a deep valley in stage 3. c. 
Inverse method interpretat ion places anomaly as peak in stage 2. 

is considered normal but the preceeding peak an anomalously high feature 
of stage 2 -  not the beginning of stage 3 which is considered to begin im- 
mediately down-core of the valley (Fig.8c). 

In either case, enough small scale features occur in the two cores to match 
each of the remaining features of stage 3 in the reference core. In 
M12392, these peaks seem to be approximately equally spaced so the two 
different interpretations end up being one peak out of phase relative to one 
another. This is seen in the superimposed mapping functions of the inverse 
vs. graphical correlation results, as a sharp divergence occurring at the posi- 
t ion of disagreement fol lowed by offset, but parallel lines which again con- 
verge at the mutual ly agreed upon beginning of stage 4. Either interpretation 
is acceptable as can be seen in Fig.7 (the graphical correlation interpretation 
would shift each of the peaks between 2 m and 4 m depth in M12392 over 
one peak to the right). The disagreement in stage 3 in MD76135 though, is 
not as clear and although the graphical correlate interpretation would again 
shift  the  peaks to  the  right it is by  an irregular amoun t .  

Table III summarizes  the  d i f ferences  be tw een  the  graphical and inverse 
cor re la t ion  t echn iques  based on the  compar isons  o f  s tandard  dep th  units  
assigned to  each sample in a core.  Fo r  core  Y7211 the  mean  d i f fe rence  is 
less than  a cen t ime te r  with a s tandard  er ror  o f  a b o u t  1.5 cm. For  cores 
V19-28,  V19-30 and RC13-229  the  d i f ferences  are on  the  order  o f  the  
sampling interval  o f  each respect ive core.  The  mean  d i f ferences  be tween  the  
two cor re la t ion  techn iques  are r a the r  large for  cores MD76-135  and M12392  
as would  be e x p e c t e d  f rom the  previous  discussion. If  i so tope  stages 2 and 3 
are no t  inc luded in the  average for  these  cores,  the  mean  d i f fe rence  is also on  
the  o rde r  o f  the  sampling interval.  Thus,  it  seems tha t  the  degree to  which 
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T A B L E  III  

Compar ison of  Shavian and inverse stratigraphies 

Core  Average sed iment  Mean diff. ~ S.E. (mean) Sampling interval 
rate (cm ka -1 ) (cm) (cm) of  core (cm) 

Y7211-2  12 0.57 1.4 7.2 
V19-30 6 --5.9 0.6 3.3 
V19-28 4 --9.8 1.6 11.6 
RC13-229 2.2 - -13.3  2.9 10.8 
MD76-135 8 - -40  5.0 10.0 
M12392  6.5 - -23  3.5 10.0 

1Negative values indicate that  graphical corre la t ion placed events fur ther  down in core 
V19-29. 

the isotope record can he correlated using these two stratigraphic techniques 
is limited by the sampling resolution of  the cores themselves and to the 
extent  to which similarities in the isotopic signal are globally or regionally 
uniform. 

A composite isotope record 

Given each sample from the cores studied and their standard depth assign- 
ments it is now possible to use these data to generate a generalized isotopic 
record. This record, ideally, has a higher signal to noise ratio than any 
individual core. Consider each core record as being composed of  the real 
signal of  isotopic change in the ocean plus a noise function. Also, assume 
that the noise functions all have the sample variance o2. If we average n 
cores, then the associated noise function will have variance o2/n. Such an 
average record, referred to here as a stack, was calculated using cores V19-29, 
V19-28, V19-30, Y7211,  and RC13-229. Cores MD76-135 and M12393 
were not  used due to the uncertainty in the stratigraphic correlations as 
discussed above. 

Before stacking, the isotopic values within a core were adjusted by sub- 
tracting the value midway between the most  depleted interglacial event 
(usually stage 5e or stage 1) and the most  enriched glacial event (usually 
stage 2). This value was usually equivalent to the data mean for a sample 
set except  in the case of  core Y7211. Stage 1 is partially lost in this core and 
the mean value for this core is biased towards enriched values. The scaling 
is intended to  remove the effect  of  slight differences in the  isotopic composi- 
t ion of the ocean's deep water. However,  it assumes that  the isotopic gra- 
dients between the South Atlantic, eastern equatorial Pacific and northeast  
Pacific have remained constant  with time. By only removing a constant  value 
within each core, the magnitude of change recorded at each sample location 
is unscaled and has equal weight in the  stack record. 

Composite isotope records were calculated using the correlations generated 
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by the graphical and inverse methods. Two stacking procedures were tried 
and both gave essentially identical r e s u l t s -  the calculated composite record 
is independent of the correlation scheme used. The two stacking procedures 
used represent the extremes of the many possible strategies available. A 
stacked record was calculated by first interpolating the data for each core to 
a 0.5-cm interval (in standard depth units). Interpolating to this very fine 
interval assures that the original data values from each core will be included 
in the averaging process (0.5 cm is the lowest common denominator  of all 
of the cores sampled) and that  the average values will contain information 
from each core despite the irregular sampling of the various individual cores. 
The number of values averaged depends on the number of cores spanning 
the interval at which the average value is being calculated. The resulting 
stack is therefore calculated at 0.5 cm, but because many of the values used 
to calculate any one point may be interpolated, the resulting composite is 
relatively smooth. 

The second stacking procedure utilizes only the data values and the as- 
signed depths in the standard section. This procedure does not interpolate 
isotope values between real data points and is constructed by merging all 
scaled isotope values into one data series and sorting this file by assigned 
depth in the standard section. The stack is generated by averaging all isotope 
values which fall in a specified depth interval of the standard section. The 
depth intervals over which the averaging is done are adjacent but non- 
overlapping. The average value within a depth window is assigned the average 
depth of all points in the depth interval. The second stacking procedure, 
with a 10-cm window width, was used to calculate the composite records 
shown in Fig.9. 

The two records are based on correlation of the same five cores using the 
graphical (Fig.9a) and inverse (Fig.9b) techniques and are essentially iden- 
tical (correlation coefficient, r ~ = 0.99}. These records have several important  
features. Many of the events used for the graphical correlation of the high 
resolution cores studied are well defined in these averaged records (cf. Fig.9; 
Table II). Even though five cores were averaged, these records show consider- 
able variability that  appears to be consistent from core to core. For example, 
marked variations of 0.2%o in the average records are evident in glacial 
stages 6 and 3 (e.g. events 6.41, 6.42, 6.5, 6.6, 3.13, 3.31, 3.32). A short, 
intense glacial event in stage 7 is evident in the stacked records (7.4). Thus, 
the detailed variability observed in individual high sedimentation rate cores 
may indeed represent variations in the global climate system on a relatively 
short time scale. With the development of an accurate t ime scale for the late 
Pleistocene, this composite record could provide very valuable information 
about the short time scale variability of  the Earth's climate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The results from the two stratigraphic correlation techniques show 
that very detailed correlations are possible. The resolution of this correlation 
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STACKED BENTHIC ISOTOPE RECORDS 
(a) (b) 
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Fig.9. Resul ts  f r o m  averaging all b e n t h i c  i so tope  records,  a: graphic  co r r e l a t i on  average;  
b :  inverse co r r e l a t i on  average. Even t s  used for  graphical  cor re la t ions  s h o w n  o n  inverse 
stack.  

is on the order of  sampling intervals of sediment cores and thus regional dif- 
ferences in the oceanic response to changing global climates can be detected 
to a time resolution of  at least 2000 to 4000 yrs. This approaches the mixing 
time of  the ocean (~1000  yrs) which defines the limit of  resolution of  the 
oxygen isotopic global chronostratigraphy. 

(2) Given these techniques and the standard isotopic curve developed 
here, any Pleistocene core with sufficient stratigraphic integrity and sampling 
resolution can be tied into this framework. Through this correlation the 
relative timing of change in other  sediment components  that moni tor  
oceanographic and climatic change can be compared worldwide. 

(3) An averaged composi te  isotopic record shows considerable variability 
on relatively short t ime scales indicating a measurable variability of  even the 
high-frequency component  of  late Pleistocene isotopic (ice volume) change. 

(4) Once an accurate time scale is applied to these data, their correlation 
to other  Pleistocene records in the world ocean can be used to calculate 
highly precise estimates of  interval accumulation rates for various sedimentary 
components .  

(5) With such a time scale, we will also be able to bet ter  evaluate the  
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frequency dependence of climatic variability and how this may change for 
the various paleoceanographic indicators from place to place in the world 
ocean. 
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